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Host CO_Capt_Yates says:
Captain's Log, Stardate 10702.11
Host CO_Capt_Yates says:
The Arondight's Senior Staff has been separated into two distinct Away Teams, one led by myself and another by Commander Jakiel.
Host CO_Capt_Yates says:
My team has been focused on attempting to discover as much information about the Resistance from the civilians of the base, while Commander Jakiel's team continues their endeavors to hack into the base's computer in hopes to find evidence that there was an Admiral assisting the Resistance.
Host CO_Capt_Yates says:
Commander Madson is currently in command of the Arondight and I only hope that we won't need his services to come and rescue us if the situation takes a turn for the worse.
Host CO_Capt_Yates says:
End Log.
Host Karriaunna says:
<<<<<<<<<< Olive Branch: Part IV >>>>>>>>>>
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
#::standing beside the CTO resting her hand on her Cardassian Disruptor::
Host CO_Capt_Yates says:
::ashley watches as the Vulcan hands out the gifts:: OPS: What are your thoughts, Kob?
CTO_Lt_Ki says:
#::standing guard at the door, phaser drawn::
Host CO_Capt_Yates says:
::her eyes maintain their focus on the Vulcan version of Santa Clause. She was very curious to see who that man really was::
XO_Cmdr_Madson says:
@::sitting on the bridge, jumpy with every blip and bloop::
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
#::trying small talk to pass the time:: CTO: So Federation Watchdog...how long have you been on the Arondight?
OPS_Ko`Bil says:
#::moves around to where he can see the Vulcan:: CO: That he isn't one that we actually know.
  From the docking area, a tall stately Vulcan appears, searching for someone.
CNS_LtCmdr_Jakiel says:
::walks away from the terminal, holding a padd with the info::  CTO/CIV:  Well, that was quite interesting.  ::keeps her voice low::  We found what we needed...and more.  I need to make a report...
Karriaunna is now known as Tak`Pow.
Host Lt_Frank_Douglas says:
@XO: I'm glad your back, sir. ::he says happily:: I just hope we don't have to go in there and save them.
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
#::turns to the CNS::  CNS: Back to the Dilgra then?
CTO_Lt_Ki says:
#::offers his PADD to the CNS::  CNS:  We should have another copy, Ma'am.
OPS_Ko`Bil says:
#::tries to keep up the appearance that the other people have::
CNS_LtCmdr_Jakiel says:
::becomes quiet while she 'talks' to the Captain:: ~~~CO:  Captain, we found what we wanted.  It is confirmed.  And there's a few bonuses.~~~
Host CO_Capt_Yates says:
::she inclines her head:: OPS: Well, lets go and see if we can get a gift. ::she makes her way toward the Vulcan acting as if she was desperate for a gift:: 
Vulcan: Please! Please! May I have a gift?
XO_Cmdr_Madson says:
@Douglas: Thanks.  I hope that will be the case.  ::doubting internally that it will be::
Host Lt_Frank_Douglas says:
@XO: Do you feel any better, sir? ::he takes a seat next to him::
CNS_LtCmdr_Jakiel says:
::focuses her eyes back on the here and now and takes the padd::  CTO:  Good idea.  Especially if we happen to get separated.  ::starts a quick download from her padd to the other with an adapter link::
OPS_Ko`Bil says:
#::follows the captain and does as she does::
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
#::figures this ship would be like the rest of the Federation ships…ignore the Cardassian::
Host CO_Capt_Yates says:
::she continues her desperate attempt while at the same time scanning the surface of the Vulcan's mind. She wanted to know if he was a true Vulcan after all::
CTO_Lt_Ki says:
#::waits for the download to finish then stashes the tricorder on his person::
Host CO_Capt_Yates says:
~~~CNS: Understood, Counselor. What exactly have you found?~~~
CNS_LtCmdr_Jakiel says:
CIV:  I'm about to ask the Captain what our plans are now...  She seems preoccupied.
 The Vulcan Santa continues to hand out random items to the crowd surrounding him.
 CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
#CNS/CTO: A better idea would be let the Cardassian have access to the info then you know it won't be lost or taken from you by the enemy
XO_Cmdr_Madson says:
Douglas: Yeah, I think so.  It just seems that the body doesn't always take a beating in the simplest manner.  ::laughs::
CTO_Lt_Ki says:
::chuckles::
Host CO_Capt_Yates says:
::she takes one of the gifts and makes her way away from the crowd. She motions for OPS to come over to her::
OPS_Ko`Bil says:
#::whispers to the Captain:: CO: Chantel, it seems that he is looking for someone.
CTO_Lt_Ki says:
CNS/CIV:  We need to get this information back to Starfleet.  We should head back to the Glinn's ship.
Host Lt_Frank_Douglas says:
@::he smirks:: XO: Well...that's good news!
CNS_LtCmdr_Jakiel says:
~~~CO: Communication logs, attack vectors, ship specifications.  We're making a double copy.  And one of the logs definitely confirms there's a traitor Admiral.  Whomever it is has warned this base of our attack.~~~
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
#CNS/CTO: Perhaps we should go find the Captain and make sure she hasn't got herself into another fine mess....
Host CO_Capt_Yates says:
~~~CNS: Then your job is to leave the Rebel Base immediately and make your way back to the Arondight. Send a copy to the Chameleon so we have a backup... just in case.~~~
CTO_Lt_Ki says:
::shakes his head::  CNS/CTO:  Starfleet needs this information.
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
#::notices an oddity about the CNS and turns to the CTO::  CTO: Is she alright?  ::pointing at the CNS::
Host Tak`Pow says:
::stops and signs off a padd for cargo being brought aboard.::
CTO_Lt_Ki says:
::takes a close look at the CNS::
CTO_Lt_Ki says:
::shudders and turns away::
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
::watches the CTO curiously::  Self: Starfleet.....
Host CO_Capt_Yates says:
::she nods her head ever-so-slightly:: OPS: Isn't this lovely? ::she shows him the box that contains a few basic knick-nacks and whispers:: Take a sample of this DNA. I want to run it through out database later on. ::Ashley motions for him to follow her away from the crowd of people::
Various large boxes are brought onto the station.
CNS_LtCmdr_Jakiel says:
#~~~CO: Yes ma'am.  We'll be leaving immediately.~~~  
CTO/CIV:  She wants us to get back to the Arondight and send a copy to the Chameleon.  So let's get going.  Marat, lead on.  Thank you for getting us in here, we couldn't have done it otherwise.
CTO_Lt_Ki says:
#::is relieved::
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
#CNS: Don't you think transmitting a copy to the Chameleon class shuttle is a risk?
Host CO_Capt_Yates says:
~~~CNS: How is Marat going to get permission to depart? Devise a plan before requesting that permission. We don't want to raise any suspicion.~~~
OPS_Ko`Bil says:
::scans the box for DNA and stores it in the tricorder::
CNS_LtCmdr_Jakiel says:
::nods as she walks along with them::  CIV:  Actually, I do.  That transfer could be detected.
OPS_Ko`Bil says:
#CO: Got it.
CTO_Lt_Ki says:
::stashes his phaser and follows the others::
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
#CNS: By the way...  I give you the courtesy of referring to you by your rank instead of simply blurting out your family name...I expect the same.
Host CO_Capt_Yates says:
OPS: Great. Scan the base for a vacant room so we can take our leave.
CTO_Lt_Ki says:
::listening as he follows::
CNS_LtCmdr_Jakiel says:
#~~~CO:  I will.  This has to get back safely.  I am very worried that trying to transmit any information to the Chameleon might be intercepted.  Are you sure about doing that?~~~
OPS_Ko`Bil says:
#::takes a scan of the area:: CO: This way. ::heads for a vacant room that he found::
CTO_Lt_Ki says:
::drops back a few paces::
Julien_Mancuso says:
*CIV*: Glinn Marat...
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
#::stops short in her tracks hearing Mancuso::  *Mancuso*:  Yes Julien... what can I do for you.... I'm very busy at the moment.
Host CO_Capt_Yates says:
~~~CNS: You don't necessarily need to transmit the information, Counselor. You could also transport the PADD to the Chameleon, but that could also be detected.~~~ ::she contemplates this as she follows Ko'Bil:: ~~~CNS: Perhaps we should meet up and pass along the information very abruptly. I don't just want one copy of this.~~~
CTO_Lt_Ki says:
#::stops as well::
CNS_LtCmdr_Jakiel says:
::stops and places one hand on her hip casually while Mancuso comes up to their group::
Julien_Mancuso says:
*CIV*: It's time. Where is the equipment we arranged?
CTO_Lt_Ki says:
#::wonders::
CTO_Lt_Ki says:
#::eyes the CIV::
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
#*Mancuso*: Your bumbling fools should have offloaded it from my transport by now.  ::thinks for a moment::  And I have to make  a second run to get the rest of it.
OPS_Ko`Bil says:
#::turns a corner in a hall:: CO: Here we are. ::enters a vacant room::
CNS_LtCmdr_Jakiel says:
#::looks at her fingernails but listens intently to the Glinn and particularly Mancuso::
Host CO_Capt_Yates says:
::she pauses outside of the room:: OPS: We may have a change of plans, Kob. ::she waits for a response from the Counselor::
CNS_LtCmdr_Jakiel says:
#~~~CO: That might be a good idea.  Mancuso just found us and is talking to the Glinn.~~~  ::looks up and at Mancuso while he has his attention on the Cardassian::
Host CO_Capt_Yates says:
::she does not sound surprised by the news:: ~~~CNS: Meet me in the central Promenade around where the Vulcan is passing out his gifts. There is a large crowd, so we won't be noticed.~~~
CTO_Lt_Ki says:
#::wishes they would get the heck out of here while they can::
Host Tak`Pow says:
::makes his way over to his countryman and quietly speaks with him before stepping away.::
Julien_Mancuso says:
#::approaches Marat as he lowers and closes his hand communicator:: CIV: An attack is impending upon the station, and that is the best answer you have for me?
CNS_LtCmdr_Jakiel says:
#~~~CO: Yes ma'am.  The Glinn might be making a way for us to leave the base...~~~
CTO_Lt_Ki says:
#::turns around hoping Mancuso doesn't recognize him::
OPS_Ko`Bil says:
::stands just inside the room:: CO: Chantel I also scanned the boxes that were being unloaded and found that they are filled with hand weapons as well as torpedoes.
Host CO_Capt_Yates says:
~~~CNS: Good. Let me know what those plans may be once they are made.~~~ ::she shakes her head:: 
OPS: Can you determine where they came from?
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
#::turns to see Mancuso:: Mancuso: It's the best answer you'll get until I can get the rest of the supply.
CNS_LtCmdr_Jakiel says:
::starts to feel very angered that Mancuso has been warned::
CTO_Lt_Ki says:
#::busy's himself inspecting anything inspectable in the area::
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
#Mancuso: Listen... if you want to play rebel against Starfleet then I'm behind you one hundred percent... but you need an adequate supply to hold up a chance.
Julien_Mancuso says:
#CIV: Very well then. It will have to do until the shields are upgraded sufficiently to my approval.
OPS_Ko`Bil says:
:: checks the readings a second time to be sure:: CO: Your not going to like this they are Federation.
CNS_LtCmdr_Jakiel says:
#~~~XO: Scott?  We retrieved the information we needed.  Mancuso is near us.  Hopefully we'll be able to get back to the Arondight very soon.~~~
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
#Mancuso: Then we're cleared for the last run?
XO_Cmdr_Madson says:
@~~~CNS: Ok, thanks for the info.~~~
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
#Mancuso: We're running out of time...I detected a Federation ship out there the last time... we need to move fast.  ::pointing through the bulkhead::
Host CO_Capt_Yates says:
OPS: Of course they are. I want to know from where those weapons came from. I'd place my bet that it was from the Admiral. ::she begins to make her way toward the loading docks:: We're going to meet Ariel a bit later. She has a few things to deal with before we can have our meal.
Julien_Mancuso says:
#::tries to keep himself from grumbling:: CIV: Yes.
Host Tak`Pow says:
::finding a contact, quietly speaks with the man::
CTO_Lt_Ki says:
#::is ready to make a run for the transport::
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
#::motions for her "Team" to follow and begins marching down the corridor toward the transport::
CTO_Lt_Ki says:
#::follows the CIV, avoiding eye contact with Mancuso::
OPS_Ko`Bil says:
CO: That is my theory also I will try and see if I can get anything else while we move back into the area.
Host Tak`Pow says:
::with a nod of his head, steps away and heads back toward the docking ramp.::
CNS_LtCmdr_Jakiel says:
::is anxious about being so close to Mancuso and sincerely wishes that he would have a change of heart.  All the bloodshed...again...Walks on with Marat and behind Ki, relieved::
Host CO_Capt_Yates says:
::she notices another Vulcan as she continues on her path. Ashley pauses and begins to look him over::
Julien_Mancuso says:
#::follows the Glinn and her comrades at a careful distance behind::
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
#::takes a glance over her shoulder making sure Mancuso is far enough away::  CNS/CTO: That was close.  Good thing you had the quick wit of a Cardassian present.
Host CO_Capt_Yates says:
OPS: Let’s go introduce ourselves, Kob. ::she makes her way over to him at a normal pace:: Vulcan: Excuse me mister! Excuse me!
CTO_Lt_Ki says:
#CIV:  Yes, darn good thing.  ::keeps walking purposefully::
Host Tak`Pow says:
::about to step aboard the ramp, turns around curiously::  CO: Yes?
OPS_Ko`Bil says:
::follows the Captain scanning the boxes as they go to see if he can get any serial number from the weapons::
Host CO_Capt_Yates says:
Tak'Pow: Are you the one who brought these containers? ::she motions to the lot of them:: Do they have weapons inside of them?
CNS_LtCmdr_Jakiel says:
#::groans inside as she can sense Mancuso still near them.  Quietly speaks very low::  CIV:  Glinn.  So we're going to be leaving, are we?  For that run?  ::talks as if it's just ordinary chit chat about the job::
CTO_Lt_Ki says:
#::turns and looks behind them::
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
#::pointing as if through her chest she whispers::  CNS/CTO: It's not over yet... I think he's following us
CNS_LtCmdr_Jakiel says:
#::whispers::  CIV/CTO: Mancuso...I can still sense him near...
CTO_Lt_Ki says:
#::quickly looks forward and picks up the pace::
OPS_Ko`Bil says:
::notices that the boxes are no longer around and wonder where they went to so fast::
Host Tak`Pow says:
CO: I am...I have delivered them as ordered.
Host CO_Capt_Yates says:
Tak'Pow: Where did they come from, Mister? I know we've been trying to get additional armament for quite some time now.
Julien_Mancuso says:
#::keeps his eyes dangerously at the Glinn's group, and opens his communicator, mumbling some instructions into it::
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
#::nods at the CNS::  CNS/CTO: I suggest someone stays behind and stalls him...  I suggest the Lieutenant.  ::points at the CTO::
Host Tak`Pow says:
CO: As for their contents, that is none of your concern.
CTO_Lt_Ki says:
#::slows::
Host Tak`Pow says:
CO: I do not have answers for you.
CNS_LtCmdr_Jakiel says:
CIV/CTO: It would be better if he doesn't know we know if he's following.  Maybe he's just on his way back to his office.  ::nods at the Glinn's suggestion::  I agree.
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
#::notes the CTO may actually be taking her suggestion seriously as she watches him slow::
CTO_Lt_Ki says:
#::passes his PADD to the CIV, and drops back::
Host CO_Capt_Yates says:
~~~CNS: How is it going, Counselor?~~~ ::she watches the Vulcan as he responds:: 
Tak'Pow: Not my concern? But I... ::she bats her eyes a few times:: I have kids on this station, Mister! I just want to make sure that they'll be safe...and that I can protect them. Is that so much to ask?
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
#::turns to the CNS::  CNS: I think he's already made his choice.  ::holding the PADD close she carries on forward toward the transport::
Host Tak`Pow says:
CO: I have no concerns with this station.
OPS_Ko`Bil says:
::takes a DNA scan of the Vulcan while the Captain keeps him busy::
CNS_LtCmdr_Jakiel says:
#CIV: I can't believe the inefficiency.  Now we have to waste time doing another run.  
~~~CO: I was hoping I could tell you we were free, but Mancuso seems to be suspicious I'm afraid.  Ki is going to try and stall him.  We really need to get this information back. ~~~
Host CO_Capt_Yates says:
Tak'Pow: Really? Then why would you bring us all of these fancy containers? You must care for some of us, or someone else must!
Julien_Mancuso says:
#::smiles and speaks mockingly at the CTO:: CTO: Oh good, the silent one comes to keep me company.
Host CO_Capt_Yates says:
~~~CNS: Do whatever you can to get off of this station, Counselor. Have Commander Madson prepared to bring the Arondight into Resistance space if necessary.~~~
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
#::takes the PADD making a mock grumbling noise::  CNS: Well if you had cleared the storage area before we left we wouldn't have to now would we?
Host Tak`Pow says:
CO: I assist as it is only logical to clean up and preserve various worlds.
CTO_Lt_Ki says:
#::nods at Mancuso::  Mancuso:  The Glinn's suggestion.
OPS_Ko`Bil says:
::sees that this Vulcan is who he says he is::
Host CO_Capt_Yates says:
Tak'Pow: You're so right! ::she beams at him:: I wish others thought the way you did! But no one in Starfleet does. They only think about one thing...their growth and destruction!
CNS_LtCmdr_Jakiel says:
#~~~CO: Do you want us to make it back to the Chameleon then instead of meeting you?  I'll let the Commander know your orders.~~~
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
#::makes a quick left turn into the Dilgra's rear hatch::
Julien_Mancuso says:
#CTO: Oh? Since when does the Federation answer to the former lapdogs of the Dominion? I could have sworn Cardassia fell to your side, not Earth to them.
Host Tak`Pow says:
::looks at the female carefully:: CO: If that is your belief, then you should look up others who also share that belief.
CNS_LtCmdr_Jakiel says:
#CIV: Hey, is it my fault we were short handed?  Fire me then!  ::rolls her eyes and continues on::
CTO_Lt_Ki says:
#::raises an eyebrow, Vulcan-like::  Mancuso:  Federation?  What makes you think the Federation is involved?
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
#::moves to the forward area and begins pre-flight::
OPS_Ko`Bil says:
Tak`Pow: You mean that you don't believe as we do?
Host CO_Capt_Yates says:
~~~CNS: It would be a bit risky to report the the Chameleon right now, Counselor. Just get back to the Dilgra and make your way toward the Arondight. I assume Mancuso will continue to follow you.~~~ 
Tak'Pow: So you're saying people in the Federation actually do care?
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
#::whispers::  CNS: Wish I could…better yet, I wish we were in Cardassian territory so that we could have an execution.
Host Tak`Pow says:
CO: But of course.  Now, if you will excuse me... ::turns to leave.::
Julien_Mancuso says:
#::holds his eyes at the CTO, and chuckles:: CTO: I almost had you there, didn't I? ::tries to sound jokingly, but isn't one to be played for a fool::
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
#::watches the lights all come up in the green and closes the rear hatch::  CNS: If you will be so kind as to man the weapons system should they be needed.
CTO_Lt_Ki says:
#::continues to look at Mancuso, one eye brow raised::
CNS_LtCmdr_Jakiel says:
#::follows right behind Marat into the Dilgra::  ~~~CO: We're in the Dilgra now~~~  
CIV: Oh, nice, I see the love here.
Host CO_Capt_Yates says:
Tak'Pow: Wait! ::she follows him:: My experience with the Federation has never been a good one. They treated my family...and my people like dirt. How do I know that you’re telling me the truth?
Host Tak`Pow says:
CO: Vulcans do not lie.
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
#CNS: Among Cardassians...  if we were of opposite sex...  we would be going through what you would call the flirting stage.  So in essence....  ::smiles warmly at her::
Julien_Mancuso says:
#::two of his bodyguards, one male, one female, come up alongside Julien on both flanks, and both are armed::
CTO_Lt_Ki says:
#Mancuso:  If you'll excuse me.  ::turns to follow the others::
Host CO_Capt_Yates says:
~~~CNS: Then make your way off of this base post hace, Commander.~~~ 
::she smiles at Tak'Pow's response:: Tak'Pow: Well the only Vulcan I've ever met was that there one giving us those nifty gifts. I guess I'll have to believe you.
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
#::detaches the Dilgra from the docking clamps and begins the exit vector::  CNS: Would you mind locking onto our illustrious Federation Watchdog and beam him aboard?
Host Tak`Pow says:
::looking at the female lifts an eyebrow, then with a nod, again turns to leave for his shuttle.::
OPS_Ko`Bil says:
::moves over to a security person:: SC: Sir I believe that Vulcan there may be a federation spy as he doesn't believe as we do.
CNS_LtCmdr_Jakiel says:
#::moves up to the front and takes a seat, looking over weapon's systems::  CIV: We can hope they won't be needed, but I have a bad feeling.  ::shakes her head and just smiles then unfocuses for a second::  
~~~XO: Scott, the Captain wants you to be ready to come into Resistance space to receive us if necessary.~~~
Julien_Mancuso says:
#::slows his pace as the CTO moves up ahead, and stops, instructs his guards to follow the Glinn's group, and then goes back in the opposite direction towards his office::
XO_Cmdr_Madson says:
@Douglas: What is our status?
  The security officer looks at the Ko'Bill and asks him for proof
CTO_Lt_Ki says:
#::walking away, turns to see the guards following::
Host CO_Capt_Yates says:
::she turns her gaze toward Lieutenant Ko'Bil at his comment:: Tak'Pow: Well now...is that the truth then?
CNS_LtCmdr_Jakiel says:
#CIV:  Are you sure about that?  Beaming off the Lieutenant right in front of Mancuso?  ::sets the transporter to lock onto to Ki::
Host Lt_Frank_Douglas says:
@XO: We're at 100% efficiency, Commander. Have you heard anything from the Away Team, sir?
While perfectly within hearing range for a Vulcan, Tak'Pow ignores the woman and continues on.
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
#CNS: It's your mission Commander...you decide.  However, I wouldn't feel right leaving without my watchdog to make sure I stay on the straight and narrow
OPS_Ko`Bil says:
SC: He has already said that he doesn't believe that the federation is bad.
Host CO_Capt_Yates says:
Tak'Pow: Now wait one minute!!! We don't take kindly to spies around here!
CTO_Lt_Ki says:
#::alters his course and continues walking unhurried::
XO_Cmdr_Madson says:
@Douglas: Sounds good.  Alert the crew, make sure everyone is ready to enter their space and possibly enter combat.
Host Tak`Pow says:
::arrives at his shuttle::
CNS_LtCmdr_Jakiel says:
#::thinks it over and decides, instructing the transporter to retrieve their CTO::  CIV:  Here goes.  This time we will have to make a run for it.
Host Security says:
OPS: He did not did he?  ::starts to follow.::
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
#CNS: You can count on me Commander.  This ol' girl has a few surprises left in her.
CTO_Lt_Ki says:
#::hopes the transport has launched as he heads in the opposite direction::
Host Lt_Frank_Douglas says:
@XO: Aye, sir! ::He sends the messages to the respective departments:: How do you think they're doing, sir? ::He gulps at the question::
Mancuso_Bodyguard says:
#::keeps following the CTO every step of the way::
Host Tak`Pow says:
::makes his way aboard and closes the doors.::
XO_Cmdr_Madson says:
@::shakes his head:: Douglas: I'm not sure, I'm really not sure.
OPS_Ko`Bil says:
SEC: Yes he did he told my friend that we should go to where there were others that believed as we did.
XO_Cmdr_Madson says:
@~~~CNS: We are prepped.  Let us know if you need us.~~~
CNS_LtCmdr_Jakiel says:
#~~~XO: I will!  We just transported our Chief Tactical back and I think that might set them off.~~~
Host CO_Capt_Yates says:
SEC: He surely did! ::she pauses:: 
~~~CNS: Counselor, I need you to scan for a Vulcan lifesign on a shuttle that is docked. Once you have that information, I want the Arondight to monitor that shuttle on Long Range Sensors.~~~
Mancuso_Bodyguards says:
#::one draws an energy pistol at the sight of the transporter beam surrounding and beaming out the CTO::
CTO_Lt_Ki says:
#::rematerializes on the transport::
Host Security says:
::with a nod takes off::
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
#::notes the arrival of the "watchdog" and punches the throttle into full speed toward the rendezvous point with the Arondight::
The shuttle lifts off and heads away from the station.
Host CO_Capt_Yates says:
OPS: Kob! Come here a minute! ::she pulls him away from the Security Officer::
Mancuso_Bodyguards says:
::the female alerts Mancuso via the station's comm::
CTO_Lt_Ki says:
#CNS/CIV:  Thanks.  ::finds a seat and holds on tight::
CNS_LtCmdr_Jakiel says:
::unfocusses again as she 'hears' Yates::  ~~~CO: Yes ma'am. We're about to leave.  I will tell the Commander.~~~  
::gets up and gestures to her seat:: CTO:  Go ahead, you'd be a better shot than me and we may need it.
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
#::raises shields::
OPS_Ko`Bil says:
::moves over to the captain:: CO: What do you want?
CTO_Lt_Ki says:
#::moves to the console::
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
#CNS: Counselor...I think we'll be needing one of you two on the tactical systems.  ::whispers:: 
Self: As limited as they are.
Host Security says:
::calls up to operations but it is too late::
CNS_LtCmdr_Jakiel says:
#CIV:  Captain's orders...we need to scan for a Vulcan biosign in a shuttle docked here.
Host CO_Capt_Yates says:
OPS: I want some lunch! You promised! ::she grabs him by the arm and begins to walk away from the docking area. She then whispers:: We need to get out of here...find us a vacant room.
CTO_Lt_Ki says:
#::looks at Marat:  CIV:  We try.
Host Lt_Frank_Douglas says:
@XO: So... uh... do you think we'll have to fight, sir?
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
#CNS: Great!  Now you tell me.  ::pulls the ship into a holding orbit and points to the scanning controls::  CNS: If you'll please?
OPS_Ko`Bil says:
::takes a quick scan:: CO: the one where we were at is still empty.
XO_Cmdr_Madson says:
@::shakes his head again:: Douglas: You know, I don't know.  I hope not, but we should be ready for the worst.
Host CO_Capt_Yates says:
::she nods and makes her way toward the room indicated:: OPS: What was your take on him?
CTO_Lt_Ki says:
#CIV:  Could we launch a probe or something with this data we collected?
CNS_LtCmdr_Jakiel says:
::sets short range to detect a Vulcan biosign within the area of the shuttles::
OPS_Ko`Bil says:
CO: There is more going on here than we are being told.
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
#::nods at the CTO::  CTO: Your more than just braun aren't you?  Good idea.  ::points to the controls that arm the info and launches the probe::  CTO: Feel free.
CTO_Lt_Ki says:
#::nods::  CIV:  You have the data?  ::holds out his hand::
Host CO_Capt_Yates says:
OPS: As always. ::she makes her way into the room:: Have us transported to the Chameleon, Lieutenant.
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
#::sighs and passes over the PADD the CTO handed her::
CTO_Lt_Ki says:
#::nods again and begins downloading the tricorder data into the transports computer::
OPS_Ko`Bil says:
CO: Aye Captain :: activates the transporter on the Chameleon::
CNS_LtCmdr_Jakiel says:
#CIV/CTO:  At least we've leveled the playing field since that Admiral tipped off Mancuso.  ::nods in the direction of the information padd::
CTO_Lt_Ki says:
#::sets the PADD aside and downloads the data into a probe::
CTO_Lt_Ki says:
#::encrypts the data and sets the probe's course::
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
#CNS: Yeah, but you have a Cardassian on your side...I'd say the balance is tipped.
The Captain and OPS finds themselves aboard the Chameleon.
CTO_Lt_Ki says:
#CNS:  Launching a data probe towards the Arondight...
CNS_LtCmdr_Jakiel says:
::finds the coords of the Vulcan and sends them to the Arondight::  ~~~XO:  I'm sending you the coords of a Vulcan that the Captain wants monitored.  The Vulcan is in a shuttle that you should be able to monitor on long range sensors.~~~
CTO_Lt_Ki says:
#::launches the probe::
OPS_Ko`Bil says:
::materializes back on the Chameleon and get the ship ready to go:: CO: Captain shall we follow that Vulcan ship?
Host CO_Capt_Yates says:
::he makes her way over to one of the consoles and takes a seat:: OPS: Get us out of here. As fast as this baby can go until we reach the Dilgra.
Host CO_Capt_Yates says:
::she nods in the negative:: OPS: Not as of yet, Lieutenant. The Arondight will be doing that while we make sure the Dilgra is not destroyed.
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
#::angles the Dilgra back toward the Arondight and send sthe transport to full throttle::
CTO_Lt_Ki says:
#::monitors the probe's progress::
OPS_Ko`Bil says:
CO: Aye Captain. ::maneuvers the ship up and under the Dilgra:: We are set.
XO_Cmdr_Madson says:
@~~~CNS: Alright, I'll do that.~~~
Host Karriaunna says:
<<<<<<<<<< Pause >>>>>>>>>>

